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INCONTINENCE POUCHES
FOR MEN

PRIVATE
LABEL
MANUFACTURER

Sorbinco AB has been developing and producing own patented
incontinence products since the early nineties. We place great
value in both quality and comfort and focus on meeting the
healthcare needs.
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How to use our products

Remove the
tejp

Production
We manufacture
private label products
as well as our own
label if required. We
guarantee products
manufactured with
non chemical materials
and cooperate with
suppliers who share
our values in quality
and service.

Fixate in
underware

Regular slotted outer box.
B-flute. (~3mm)
Brown inside
Brown outside

300

379
224

Place penis in
the pouch

Outside
measurements.
183

290
104

*Label
Lot-no.

Autolock bottom,
top lockable dispenser.
F-flute. (~1.1mm)
Brown inside.
White outside.

Outer- and Inner boxes
can be Art Work printed
or *labeled with companyinfo and EAN-code.

Packaging example
Designed by

Product		

A. 150 ml

Checked by

Approved by - date

Kund

Date

2006-11-02
C:\AI\Förpackningar\Finess\2x2 Inner 20-40pcs F-flute
pack.idw
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C.250 ml

2x2 Inner 20-40pcs
F-flute pack

Edition

SEK / pcs		

At request

At request

At request

At request

Pcs / inner box

30		

25		

25		

50

Pcs / outer box

360		
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300		

600
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TOP
SELLER
Product A
Absorbtion capacity 150 / 250 ml
Pouch for penis exclusively

Sawabond
The smooth inner
layer keeps the skin
dry and comfortable.
SAP
Super absorbent
polymes absorbes
fluids quickly and
prevents odour.
Thermobounded.

Thermo sealings
Prevents leakage.

PE-film
Laminated with non
vowen as outer layer.

Self adhesive tejp
To easily fixate the
pouch in underware.

Product information

Product A is our most commonly manufactured pouch. It is a
super absorbent protection for the penis exclusively, used for
light incontinence. It has the shape of a pouch and can be
manufactured with a variety of absorbtion capacity, from
50 - 250 ml. We use a range of different materials with a variety
of features and can manufacture pouches after your
requirements. The superabsorbent material extracts the liquid,
keeps the skin dry and prevents unwanted odour.
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Product B
Absorbtion capacity 150 ml
Pouch for both penis and scrotum

Sawabond
The smooth inner
layer keeps the
skin dry and
comfortable.

SAP
Super absorbent
polymes absorbes
fluids quickly and
prevents odour.
Thermobounded.

Thermo sealings
Prevents leakage.
PE-film
Laminated with non
vowen as outer layer.

SPECIAL
COMFORT

Self adhesive tejp
To easily fixate the
pouch in underware.

Product information

Product B is a super absorbent protection for both penis and
scrotum, used for light incontinence. It has the shape of a pouch
and is manufactured with absobtion capacity of 150 ml.
The superabsorbent material extracts the liquid, keeps the skin
dry and prevents unwanted odour.
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Product C
Absorbtion capacity 250 ml
Pouch for penis exclusively

SLIM
EDITION

Sawabond
The smooth inner
layer keeps the
skin dry and
comfortable.

SAP
Super absorbent
polymes absorbes
fluids quickly and
prevents odour.
Thermobounded.

Thermo sealings
Prevents leakage.

PE-film
Laminated with non
vowen as outer layer.

Self adhesive tejp
To easily fixate the
pouch in underware.

Product information

Product C is a super absorbent protection for the penis
exclusively. This pouch has a more slim shape than our other
pouches but the same absorbtion capacity. It is used for light
incontinence. It has the shape of a pouch and is manufactured
with absobtion capacity of 250 ml. The superabsorbent material
extracts the liquid, keeps the skin dry and prevents unwanted
odour.

